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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Rise of Midlife in Victorian Britain

A   man rakes his fi ngers through his beard as he peers into a mirror, 
startled by the possibility that a gray hair may have materialized on 
his face (fi gure 1.1).1 Such images punctuate our daily lives to the 

point that we only half attend, barraged by advertisements and commercials 
that peddle the latest age preventative to our commodity-addicted culture. 
In this case, however, the familiar scene is Victorian, a Punch cartoon by 
John Leech published in 1852. Its comedy rests in the gazer’s quandary 
about age identity as he jumps back and forth between relief and alarm: 
“Good gracious! Is it possible?—No! Yes! No!—Yes! Yes, by Jupiter, it’s a 
grey hair in my favourite whisker!” The sketch’s title, Tempus Edax Rerum, 
which appropriates the classical line “Time, the devourer of all things,” 
lends a tragicomic air to the sufferer’s plight, his fate hanging upon the 
appearance of a single hair. We are all too familiar with this dilemma. We 
know that the fi rst gray whisker symbolizes much more than just loss of 
melanin, announcing the onset of a deterioration that leads fi rst to old age 
and ultimately to death. And, from the perspective of our current youth-
adulating consciousness, the prospect of facing the former can appear almost 
more diffi cult to endure than the latter.

Though this picture may seem routine to our early twenty-fi rst-
century eyes, it encapsulates an idea that emerged with great force in the 
Victorian era and changed Western concepts of the life course: the belief 
that the middle years begin an inevitable and calamitous decline.2 As the 
cartoon pokes fun at aging, it also registers an anxiety about early signs of 
senescence that gained enough cultural authority in the nineteenth century 
to generate a new term, the word “midlife” fi rst appearing in an English-
language dictionary in 1895. “Middle age” had been a feature of the life 
course for centuries before the Victorian era, based on the Aristotelian notion 
of akme, the peak and “prime of life,” dubbed “the perfect age of man’s 
life” or “ripe age” in medieval Britain and often gendered male (Dove 6, 

1



2 Aging by the Book

29).3 This concept differs strikingly from our construction of “midlife” as 
decline, the inception of loss and a sense that time is running out. The view 
of midlife as the beginning of the end, an inevitable slide into deterioration, 
is now commonly associated with the term “midlife crisis” fi rst articulated 
in 1965 by French psychologist Elliott Jaques.4 In Aging By The Book, I 
explore the nineteenth-century roots from which this theory grew.

Leech’s cartoon points to several issues of identity which form the 
territory of this study. The gazer is a typical British citizen according to 
Victorian notions of subjectivity, a white, middle-class male. Gender is a 
key component both to his age anxiety and this book—after all, the gray 
hair appears in his beard, a secondary sexual characteristic that is decid-

Figure 1.1. Cartoon. Punch (1852): 216. The Library of Virgina. Reproduced by 
permission.
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edly male.5 What if the midlife sufferer had been a woman? How would 
a cartoon represent the fi rst manifestations of her aging, and would such 
a joke have been considered funny in the same way? The man’s clothing 
and surroundings suggest neither wealth nor poverty—how important 
is his middle station to the concern he feels? And, what if the man had 
been designated ethnically “other” in Victorian terms—perhaps Indian or 
African—would his race have any bearing on his concerns about age? The 
most uniquely midlife aspect of this cartoon and the feature most basic to 
my project, however, is the man’s uncertainty, his sense of existing tenu-
ously in an ambiguous, uncharted zone of the life course, a nervous need 
to understand his position in a liminal space between youth and age.

In order to answer the questions both explicit and implicit in this sketch 
and the cultural issues Leech suggests, I draw on sources such as medical 
literature, demographic data, and advertisements, but I center my attention 
most extensively on Victorian novels. The characters I examine are white and 
middle- or upper-class Victorians created with and depicted as possessing 
particular assumptions about gender, race, nationality, sexual orientation, and 
social class. I consider ways in which these suppositions shifted and were 
shaped by the notion of midlife, an aspect of subjectivity intersecting with 
and complicating all other categories. Aging by the Book explores the rise 
of midlife in Victorian Britain as a new way of understanding the human 
life span, an age ideology that was fully deployed by the fi n de siècle. Our 
current sense of midlife decline emerged in the nineteenth century, a credo 
that has only continued to gain power as Western cultures become ever 
more youth-oriented, increasingly devalue aging, and push back the years 
of danger to earlier stages in the life course. I argue that today’s hyper age-
consciousness, with its aura of a fate worse than death, is a dogma we have 
inherited from the Victorians, our predecessors in midlife trauma.6

I.

In the latter decades of the twentieth century, academic studies in the 
humanities began to explore race, class, gender, sexual orientation, nation-
ality, state of health, and other such concepts as central to individual and 
collective identity. At the same time, healthcare specialists, social scientists, 
and historians began to consider the importance of age, but literary and 
cultural theorists have been slow to enter the discussion.7 Helen Small’s 
recent book The Long Life is a welcome exception to the scanty literary 
analysis of aging. As she points out, though many literary texts deal with 
the later years, it is “surprising that so few critics have read these works 
for what they have to say about age” (5). The few age-related studies of 
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the Victorian era are almost completely confi ned to explorations of child-
hood and old age, and in this fi eld as elsewhere, midlife has been “the last 
portion of the life span to be ‘discovered,’ ” as anthropologist Margaret 
Lock insightfully comments about her own fi eld of study (45).8 To exclude 
the concept of age is not only to ignore, but also to deny, its pervasive 
infl uence on the way culture constructs our identity as humans and by 
such denial to remain unconscious of and therefore vulnerable to age’s 
hegemonic intensity.

Discussing midlife as a creation of certain twentieth-century cultures, 
age theorists point to its absence in many non-Western societies, a gap that 
makes obvious the culturally constructed nature of life stage theories.9 We 
tend to view age uncritically as an unvarying and inevitable process, a stable 
element of being that is biologically determined in a uniform progression, 
occurring in virtually the same way in all places at all times. Only recently 
has age’s malleability begun to be recognized (Lock 47). Age is universal, 
a fact of existence for all living things, but one understood differently by 
each society and era. As sociologists Mike Featherstone and Mike Hepworth 
argue, we must look beyond viewing age as something “reducible to biologi-
cal processes of physical decline which take place in some vacuum sealed 
off from social life” (“Images” 308). Culture prescribes how age should be 
and often is experienced—both biologically and behaviorally—through life 
course paradigms. As Margaret Morganroth Gullette points out, “what-
ever happens in the body, humans beings are aged by culture fi rst of all,” 
placed by age expectations into categories that prescribe possibilities for 
identity (Declining 3). While a grandmother’s wrinkle in China is inter-
preted by her granddaughters as a marker of increased status, the same 
wrinkle in the West is read as a sign of lost youth and a proof of decay 
(Featherstone and Hepworth, “Images” 306). Western cultures place great 
stress on chronological years, and transition from one life stage to another 
often is discussed in terms of signifi cant birthdays—are we “over the hill” 
at thirty? . . . forty? . . . fi fty? Some cultures emphasize other factors. For 
example, progression through social roles according to community status, 
including alterations in the lives of one’s children, may be more signifi cant 
than chronological age or biological symptoms (Shweder xi).

Though meanings assigned to age are culturally determined, in any 
study of age we must also acknowledge the physical body. Age theory 
always exists in a tension between biological essentialism and cultural cues. 
Kathleen Woodward argues that “a position of pure social constructivism” 
is not possible, because “[w]e cannot detach the body in decline from the 
meanings we attach to old age” (Aging 18–19). Gullette, however, wants to 
do exactly that, at least as far as possible, asserting, “I would like to be at a 
point equivalent to that argued by Judith Butler in Gender Trouble, inter-
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rogating aging as a ‘natural process’ altogether, but I think that the most age 
studies can do now is to urge a radical social constructionism that pushes 
‘the natural’ out of context after context” (Declining 245–46).10 Though we 
cannot escape the body altogether, we must be vigilant to examine formulaic 
interpretations, scrutinizing cultural assumptions. Only when we question 
what we see as “natural” about aging do we become aware of the ways in 
which our perceptions are fashioned by cultural cues. Though aging occurs 
in the interplay between physical facts and socially constructed meanings, 
any experience of its biological aspects is always fi ltered through how we 
have learned to perceive them.

The concept of midlife itself especially is diffi cult to defi ne because 
it lacks clear cultural or biological markers of onset and cessation. Certain 
bodily changes may be associated with middle age, but none conclusively 
initiate or end this stage. Though theorists have attempted to use meno-
pause as the inception point for women, it has proved an unreliable index, 
occurring as it does across a wide range of ages (Levinson et al. 24).11 Key 
events in family and community status usually associated with the middle 
years—one’s children growing up and leaving home, parents dying, or 
grandchildren being born—can be unreliable indicators, because familial 
rites of passage are chronologically inconsistent and individually variable, 
such as children of older parents who are still young when their parents 
die, or parents past middle age raising teenagers (Woodward, Aging 186). 
Some cultures mark the advent of midlife by signifi cant life passages. For 
example, Sudhir Kakar reports that in semirural India, one enters the Hindi 
stage of burhapa or abstinence at fi fty (79), and when the fi rst child mar-
ries the parents begin a “psychological transition . . . into middle age” (78). 
Some may even cease their sexual relationship, because “It is thought to be 
polluting and undignifi ed for two generations to copulate under the same 
roof” (Shweder xi).

While biology and society may suggest certain midlife boundaries, none 
are conclusive and all are contingent upon interpretation, factors such as 
gender, class, and age cohort infl uencing how people defi ne midlife. Surveys 
have shown that in late-twentieth-century Britain, men and the middle class 
were considered to enter midlife later than women and the working class 
(Benson 7). Women and men may defi ne middle age differently, each group 
having one paradigm for itself and another for the other gender. In addi-
tion, as the adage goes, “old” is always twenty years beyond your current 
age, defi nitions tending to exist on a sliding scale determined by one’s own 
position. One example is a study by psychologists Margie E. Lachman and 
Jacquelyn Boone James that found people in their twenties locate midlife 
onset between ages thirty and fi fty-fi ve, while those in their sixties and 
seventies believe it occurs much later, in the forties to seventies (3).
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Because middle age is most often defi ned as the chronological middle 
of the life span in Western cultures, changes in life expectancy should pro-
duce alterations in ideas about its onset and cessation. Lachman and James 
believe that midlife is not a recognized stage in cultures with shorter life 
spans and early onset of certain key life events, but as life expectancies 
rise, what was once considered old age becomes midlife (2). Jon Benson 
reports this phenomenon in Great Britain: between 1901 and 1930 middle 
age was believed to begin at thirty-fi ve, but by 1950 a popular periodical 
claimed, “While it is true that people are living longer, it also certain that 
they retain their youth much longer. A woman at forty is not middle-aged 
now as she was in Victorian times” (11). By the mid-twentieth century, the 
general consensus in Great Britain was that midlife began at age forty and 
lasted until sixty, a shift of a decade from census fi gures in 1851 and 1871 
that defi ned midlife as between thirty and fi fty (Benson 9).12

As Gullette contends, the inception of midlife cannot reside in a 
particular age or date, but is contingent upon our personal application 
of societal norms: “The middle years begin when the culture gets you to 
say they do” (Declining 159). Changes in health care and technology that 
enable us to increase longevity could, at least theoretically, push midlife 
back further and further. Obviously, neither chronological, biological, nor 
sociological factors alone are suffi cient for defi ning midlife (Levinson et al. 
322). Only by placing various aspects of midlife within a cultural context 
can we begin to understand its spectrum of meanings, the project of this 
book in regard to Victorian Britain.

II.

What makes the Victorian era so important in the history of midlife? After 
all, “middle age” was not a new concept but for centuries had designated 
the apotheosis of adulthood. Medieval writings “exalt and glory in a middle 
age which . . . was represented as being possessed of exuberance, strength 
and maturity” (Dove 3). From the medieval period to the nineteenth cen-
tury, steps-of-life drawings represented the life course with “remarkable 
consistency” as an arched stairway that accords with Aristotle’s principle 
of akme or prime occurring after seven periods of seven years (Covey 18; 
Dove 28). A male stands on the top step labeled fi fty while younger and 
older versions descend on his left and right in drawings that became the 
“standard bourgeois image of a lifetime” from 1500 to about 1850 (Cole 
19).13 As the examples in fi gures 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate, separate depictions 
appeared for men and women during the seventeenth century, emphasizing 
a proper gendering of the life span with an apex at fi fty (Cole 28).14 In the 
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Figure 1.2. Anon. Engraving. c. 1630. Folger Shakespeare Library: ART Box A265, 
No. 1. Reproduced by permission.

Figure 1.3. Pieter Nolpe. Engraving. c. 1660. Folger Shakespeare Library: ART Box 
A266, No. 2. Reproduced by permission.
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nineteenth century, Americans Currier and Ives issued twin drawings that 
moved women’s peak back to thirty, while men’s remained at fi fty (Cole 
and Edwards 260), but other nineteenth-century artists, such as the Brit-
ish James Baille, retained fi fty as the high point for both genders (Covey 
16–17). Though Peter Joerissen and Cornelia Will’s Die Lebenstreppe, the 
defi nitive collection of steps-of-life images, contains examples produced 
throughout the twentieth century, the popularity of these prints waned in 
the nineteenth century. Chris Gilleard attributes this demise to rising levels 
of unemployment and privation among the elderly that moved decrepitude 
to earlier years during the Industrial Revolution (156).15

Susannah R. Ottaway argues that the eighteenth century was an espe-
cially crucial period in the history of age because demographic changes such 
as lengthening life span, earlier, more fertile marriages, and the emergent 
Industrial Revolution affected defi nitions of old age (6). The elderly began 
to be seen as a separate cohort in the overall population, age came to be 
defi ned chronologically rather than by functional capacity and fi tness, and 
the concept of elders as dependents or “burdens” on society developed, 
setting the stage for nineteenth-century pension schemes (Ottaway 13). Due 
to the secularizing infl uence of Enlightenment thought, philosophical texts 
were less oriented around “the good death” and focused more and more on 
how to age well (Troyansky, “The Older Person” 51–52). Since the early 
modern period, longevity literature had focused on ways to extend a “green 
old age,” which included lengthening life, preventing disease, and forestall-
ing signs of age, but in the eighteenth century, “green” aging was addressed 
by a proliferation of new texts that detail methods of diet, exercise, sleep, 
and even proper breathing (Ottaway 24–25).16

While most theorists locate the genesis of apprehension about middle 
age in the twentieth century, midlife anxiety became fully expressed as a 
regular part of the life course in the nineteenth century.17 Several factors 
shifted the problem of aging from longevity to midlife decline during this 
period. Rising life expectancy was a key component. During the preced-
ing century, the life course had changed from a religious pilgrimage to 
a secularized journey, and age became a scientifi c issue with technical 
solutions (Cole 5). In the past, British people had not kept track of exact 
age, rounding the number to the nearest decade (Ottaway 45), but as the 
Enlightenment increased literacy in the eighteenth century, more emphasis 
was placed on record keeping, and ages became known with greater accuracy 
(Ottaway 53).18 As Victorians compiled data at an unprecedented rate, the 
life course became a uniform system, and statisticians recorded signifi cant 
demographic changes that affected concepts of midlife. The fi rst census 
occurred in 1801, and a population surge across the century increased the 
count from eleven million in 1801 to thirty-seven million in 1901, a rise of 
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300 percent (Soloway 617). Longevity literature lost popularity when new 
demographic data, including insurance statistics, made its excessive claims 
seem “fanciful” to this growing populace (Katz 62).19 Life expectancy also 
grew steadily—while the average life span in 1801 was thirty-six years, 
by 1901, males were living on the average forty-eight years and females 
fi fty-two, an increase of over a decade for men and a decade and a half for 
women (Laslett 19). These numbers give a somewhat false picture of how 
long an adult in Victorian England expected to live, however. Though the 
average life expectancy may have been in the upper forties by the end of 
the century, this number must be corrected for a high incidence of infant 
and child mortality. Death rates for both males and females were extremely 
high from birth to age four, and although numbers climbed in midlife, 
they did not reach levels comparable to those of early childhood until 
sometime in the sixth decade (Mitchell 38–41). Most people who survived 
into adulthood lived at least into their fi fties, and, if they had means, they 
could expect even more, as Victorian physician John Gardner points out: 
“The rich, or those exempt from the cares and anxieties of business . . . live 
longer than the middle classes, or the poor” (9).

When did midlife occur for Victorians? The greatly expanded life 
course affected the timing of middle age, but determining a chronologi-
cal defi nition is a complicated process. Some nineteenth-century writers 
attempted to describe middle age as the exact numerical center of life; for 
example, an 1830 pseudo-medical treatise by “an Old Physician” claims that 
at thirty-eight half of life has been lived, which specifi es a seventy-six year 
average life span (257), well above the census fi gures of forty-one years for 
1831 (Laslett 19). This disparity between words and fi gures can be under-
stood, however, in terms of personal experience rather than life expectancy 
averages. Despite what statisticians reported, Victorians knew individuals 
regularly lived to become octogenarians, and some even nonagenarians or 
centenarians. In addition, while the compilers of the 1871 census defi ned 
middle age as the period of years between ages thirty and fi fty for both 
men and women (Benson 9), statisticians’ clear, gender-neutral, and seem-
ingly defi nitive statement is challenged by fi ction which indicates a much 
more complicated scenario.

As I show in chapters 2 and 3, literary evidence consistently demon-
strates that women were aged into midlife earlier than men, due in particular 
to the concept of spinsterhood and medical theories of reproduction. The 
nineteenth-century novel routinely relegates single, thirty-year-old women 
into spinsterhood, a paradigm inherited from the eighteenth century when 
a woman was pushed across “the threshold from marriageable girl to old 
maid” at thirty, with a radical shift in status (Ottaway 43–44). Early in 
the nineteenth century, Jane Austen indicates the boundaries of female 
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 marriageability when Frederick Wentworth comments in Persuasion (1818), 
“Yes, here I am . . . ready to make a foolish match. Anybody between fi f-
teen and thirty may have me for asking” (86). Elizabeth, the eldest Elliot 
daughter, feels “her approach to the years of danger” at age twenty-nine 
(38), because she had, after all, been on the “market” for almost fi fteen 
years. That spinsterhood automatically associated women with middle age 
is evident in Dinah Mulock Craik’s Hannah (1871) when the protagonist, 
at thirty, is described as both “an old maid” (27) and a woman “on the 
verge of middle age” (16).

While Victorian novels depict women nearing middle age at thirty, they 
present equivalent men as still young. When Jane Eyre fi rst meets Rochester 
she notes that he “was past youth, but had not reached middle age: perhaps 
he might be thirty-fi ve” (114). Craik’s Hannah says that “men are young 
still at thirty” (21), and Lady Laura in Anthony Trollope’s Phineas Finn 
(1867–69) observes that a “woman at forty is quite old, whereas a man at 
forty is young” (1.74). In contrast to women, men also remain marriageable 
in their forties. In Phineas Finn, the narrator specifi cally points out that 
Robert Kennedy at forty has all the requisites of a good husband: “Mr. 
Kennedy was an unmarried man, with an immense fortune, a magnifi cent 
place, a seat in Parliament, and was not perhaps above forty years of age. 
There could be no reason why he should not ask Lady Laura to be his 
wife . . .” (1.55–56). In Trollope’s The Way We Live Now, Roger Carbury 
at forty is “still regarded . . . as a young man. They spoke of him at the 
county fairs as the young squire. When in his happiest moods he could be 
almost a boy” (1.130). Though Hetta Carbury joking calls Roger “old,” 
she specifi cally states he is marriageable, asserting, “Men a great deal older 
get married every day” (146).

As I discuss in the next chapter, Victorian novels depict male midlife 
onset in the forties. Arthur Clennam, forty at the beginning of Little Dorrit 
(55), describes himself as “in middle life” (59) and as having “lived the half 
of a long term of life” (86), Mr. Broune in The Way We Live Now is called 
middle-aged at fi fty (1.287), and Mr. Maule, Sr. in Phineas Redux (1873–74) 
is described as “hardly beyond middle life” in his mid-fi fties (1.183–84). 
Victorian fi ction makes a fi ner distinction than the census designation of 
thirty to fi fty, specifying a decade’s difference for men and women, with 
middle age occurring for females in their thirties to late forties and men 
in their forties and fi fties.

Novels also depict men as at the height of their attractions in middle 
age while women are past their prime. Caroline Norton begins Old Sir 
Douglas (1868) with high praise for midlife men that contrasts with a 
critique of women: “There is no example of human beauty more perfectly 
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picturesque than a very handsome man of middle age,” with his “air of 
customary command, of mingled majesty, wisdom, and cordial benevolence” 
(1.1). However, “with the other sex it is different,” because, she explains, 
“bloom is an integral part of woman’s loveliness, and every day that brings 
her nearer to its withering takes away something of her charm” (1.2). As 
Amy M. King argues, Victorian female beauty was assessed by the botanical 
metaphor of “bloom” that assigned value to women in reproductive terms 
as sexually ripe and fertile (8). When women near the age of menopause, 
which was considered to occur in their mid-forties, they are described with 
images of lost “bloom,” withering, and fading, past their reproductive prime.20 
In his autobiography, Anthony Trollope implies that women in their fi fties 
are elderly. Though his mother Fanny’s fi rst novel came into print when 
she was fi fty, he records that “till long after middle life she never herself 
wrote for publication” (Autobiography 20).

In addition to identifying midlife onset, it is essential to make a dis-
tinction between midlife and old age instead of confl ating the two under 
“aging.” This fusion locks age studies into a binary of young versus old 
and frequently elides the middle years from the discussion altogether, while 
the concept of midlife questions and complicates such essentialism. Para-
digms of old age also are vital to any discussion about the middle years, 
because the two are inextricably linked, as midlife is deeply infl uenced by 
a culture’s attitude toward generalized aging. However, determining when 
midlife gives way to old age is not a straightforward issue. Recent work in 
the history of old age reveals that onset of elderliness has been determined 
by a variety of means. Lynn Botelho and Pat Thane describe three common 
methods of assessing elderliness in the British past: “chronological” old age, 
“functional” assessment of physical ability, and “cultural old age,” a com-
bination of these measures along with other factors (4). Thane stresses that 
agedness was measured on an individual basis in preindustrialized Europe, 
by “appearance and . . . capacities rather than by age-defi ned rules” (“Social 
Histories” 98), though she also identifi es sixty as the age most commonly 
associated with old age onset throughout British history (Old Age 16). 
Shulamith Shahar argues that during the Middle Ages and Renaissance, 
people were considered to enter old age at some point between sixty and 
seventy, though function was a more signifi cant criterion than chronology 
(43). Ottaway confi rms that sixty serves as a good average age of entry 
into elderhood during the eighteenth century, though “individual circum-
stances rather than strict cultural standards were the fi nal determinants of 
when the decline of life began” (54). Janet Roebuck contends that before 
the nineteenth century, function was a more important age marker than 
chronology for poor law authorities, who considered the indigent elderly 
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to be those who could no longer support themselves and also looked old 
(419). However, with the establishment of pension and retirement age in 
the late nineteenth century, chronological age became more important as 
an offi cial marker of elderhood.

For the most part, women not only aged into midlife earlier than 
men in Victorian England, but also were considered elderly sooner, an 
assessment that historical evidence suggests has been the rule since at least 
the Renaissance (Ottaway 35). Lynn Botelho identifi es old age onset for 
women in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries at around age fi fty, due 
to physical signs of menopause such as “the wrinkled face and gobber 
tooth, the hairy lip and squinty eye, the stooped back and lamed limbs” 
(60). Ottaway, however, has not found similar associations of menopause 
and old age onset in eighteenth-century British women (40) and views 
markers of age as remarkably similar for both genders, but she adds that 
depictions of older women were more critical than those of older men (44). 
Teresa Mangum reports that in the nineteenth century, men were relegated 
to elderhood when they were unable to work, but women became “old” 
when they could no longer reproduce—which would have constituted a 
much earlier old-age onset for females (“Growing Old” 99).

Mike Featherstone and Mike Hepworth identify a shift in the imag-
ery of aging in Great Britain and the United States in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, when the elderly were categorized for administrative 
purposes, and a new stigma was attached to the aging process (“Images” 
322–23). In the eighteenth century, though some pensioners began receiv-
ing benefi ts as early as age fi fty, sixty was the most common age used for 
the inception of age-based subsidies (Ottaway 59). The development of 
poor law benefi ts and pensions during the nineteenth century necessitated 
establishing an offi cial number for the beginning of old age. Janet Roebuck 
reports that responses to the Poor Law investigators of 1834 indicate that 
most local authorities considered people old if they were unable to support 
themselves and were fi fty or older (418), but commissioners set sixty as 
the age at which special considerations were given to the inmates of work-
houses (419). The Friendly Societies Act of 1875 established fi fty as the 
demarcating year for old age, but that number was amended by the Royal 
Commission of 1895, which substituted sixty-fi ve for fi fty (420). Sixty-fi ve 
was chosen to be the offi cial pension age by the Old Age Pensions Com-
mittee in 1898 (421). The continual reassessment of old age onset by these 
commissions suggests not only the enhanced importance of chronological 
defi nitions for statistics-obsessed Victorians, but also an increased attention 
to aging in general, as the line of demarcation between midlife and old age 
was repeatedly refi ned.
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III.

The distinguishing characteristic of Victorian middle age in fi ction that 
delineates it from old age is liminality. Whereas old age is depicted as a 
fi nal stage increasingly associated with the end of certain activities and 
identities—lessened marriageability, waning sexuality, and retirement from 
work—midlife plots stress the possibility that character’s fortunes may 
go either way, from acquiescent decline to a sustained youthfulness. This 
border aspect of midlife is the subject of my project—examining a life pas-
sage whose tenor is determined by a combination of individual and cultural 
meanings—as subsequent chapters demonstrate.

Several cultural shifts in Victorian England had a signifi cant impact 
on age construction, causing new apprehensions about decline. As I explain 
at greater length in chapter 2, revised concepts of masculinity increased age 
anxiety for men, a devaluation that affected aging for the entire populace, 
because until quite recently “the universal person” has been gendered as 
male in Western cultures (Butler 9). Early in the century, gentlemanliness 
was based on breeding and manners, and hallmarks of high social class 
determined a man’s place in the masculine hierarchy (Tosh 86). These quali-
ties were possessed for life—whether at eighteen or eighty, one could be 
the consummate gentleman—but this measure of a man became outmoded. 
As the Reform Acts of 1832 and 1867 brought middle- and working-class 
men into the electorate, more respect and authority were conferred upon 
work as a man’s identity, whether in the “professions” or by physical labor 
(Tosh 74–75), and manliness became the ideal, earned on an individual basis 
rather than bestowed by hereditary right (Tosh 86). Muscular Christianity 
began to take hold of the British imagination by mid-century, and manly 
muscle joined middle-class respectability as prime characteristics of manhood, 
including the fi rst organized sports in public schools which stressed physical 
prowess over intellectual achievement (Vance 166). Elite males who lived 
off of inherited land and wealth appeared effete next to the hardworking 
householder, and independent self-reliance became important attributes of 
the true man (Tosh 86–87). The autonomy and physical strength required 
of the manly man are attributes compromised by aging, however, and while 
those at the height of vigor might have been able to fulfi ll the requisites of 
the new masculinity, as their bodies began to wane, men had reasons for 
age anxiety. The more that manliness became associated with physicality, 
the greater the threat to a midlife man’s sense of mastery.

By the end of the century, age-based emasculation had increased further. 
Retirement schemes formalized the idea that a man lost power and status as 
he grew older, and men whose identities were invested in work saw their 


